Lift&Drive
Wheel Lifter

Our electric lifter
makes a wheel change easy.

Wheel lifter,
Designed to aid in the removal and installation
of wheels on cars, SUVs and trucks
With our wheel lifter it´s possible for one person to safely and efficient
remove and re-fit wheels up to 175 kg in weight.
The wheel lifter can eliminate the manual handling risk from the workplace.
This lifter will allow you to increase productivity and at the same time
improve your working environment.
It is designed to facilitate both simple wheel change and assist during
change of brake pads and the like.

Lift&Drive, IE-wheel lifter
for maximum weight of 60kg
Soft lift-column cover to protect the vehicle.

he lift column is mounted off-centre
The
o give the operator a larger working area.
to

Easy to manoeuvre, one hand can
rotate tthe wheel while you place the
lifter in working position.

Built-in elect
electronics and battery in one
includin overload protection.
unit, including
Lift forks with reels to ensure easy rotation
e right position.
of the wheel into the

Lift&Drive, P-model
for maximum weight of 175kg
Today it has become even more difficult for an operator at the
garage to handle the wheels for new SUVs and trucks.
When handling wheels weighing 30kg you already risk
injuring your back, the wheels of SUVs and trucks weighing
between 35-100 kg each.

The lifter have four swivel casters for easy
handling and positioning.

Ideal for transporting wheels to
and from wheel service equipment
The lifter holds the wheel in place in the work-friendly height
while the wheel bolts are removed. Equipped with a small shelf
for bolts, etc.
The mast is side mounted to give you space to work “off center”,
and the top is fitted with a guard to prevent damage to the
paintwork.
Central brake on rear wheels.

Technical specifications for IE-Wheel lifter
Handling wheels with dimensions
Stroke
Dimensons (LxBxH)
Maxload
Weight of unit

From 135/80 R13 to 295/25 R22
1443 mm
781x714x1940 mm
60 kg
34kg

Technical specifications for P-Wheel lifter
Handling wheels with dimensions
Stroke
Dimensons (LxBxH)
Maxload
Weight of unit

From 205/65 R17.5 to 445/65 R22.5
1375mm
985x950x2010mm
175kg
86kg
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You’re welcome to contact us

